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ABSTRACT 

This paper 
integrating 
[A ustralia, 
United States 

Overall, results show that high correlating, 
integrating relationship with China, Russia Africa from 
the developing block with Australia and the 
developed economies. be due to large n,_,nT,OYri 

close political and cultural ties between these countries 
BRICS group. Also, while correlations 

and co-integrating 
of relationship 

increase in contagion post crisis. 

has irnportant for all stakeholders. Policy and 
stock rnarket regulators to vigilant and take to insulate 

markets as crisis is to greatZv accentuate 
Investors can work arbitrage opportunities as 
of several lead-lag relationships among these markets. 
investors can breathe easy their international portfolio 
diversification as we jind declining correlations among these 
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1. 

economy like is 
u"'~uv,, of channelizing scarce 

In\,'pnnr,, to 

a run. 

Post globalization, has an increase 
of human resources, capital, technology, goods and Nations 

economies have become more interlinked and interdependent on each 
other such any major event one the 
that can be felt across the globe. We know one 
no countries can afford political, '-"""',"'uu,

isolation. 

ripples 
and 

,

In the financial context, this means that the economic and systems 
and are witnessing more and more interdependencies 
interlinkages, Two are perfectly integrated, if investors can pass 
from one to another paying any extra costs and are 
possibilities of arbitration which ensures the equivalence of prices in both 
markets. are interlinked or integrated if they move together 

show returns when common risk factors. 

the the world experience related price 
movements to globalisation, sector reforms, higher 

bilateral trade, transparency and technological advancements in 
trading. This supports the view markets are becoming 
increasingly integrated across countries. inter-linkages have 

through and foreign 
there are some barriers to investment 

exchange rate risk, and tax differences, information 
foreign ownership restrictions that can prevent markets from integrating. 
The complete elimination ofbarriers to fInancial integration allows to 
choose most sources offunds, allocation ofcapital the 
most productive uses and provides investors with a range of 
ltPl-n"''''''~'''markets to choose 

In context, stock interlinkages 
1991 market We otten come across """""H-t<' 

indices Nifty or Sensex rise or fall 
markets. Investments 
abroad by 

Imk:al~es from 
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versa. 

market any 
an emerging economy like India 

are always concerns regarding impact of any 
,",V'.Hu,,"n.'" on domestic economy. In this context, it be 
see if this crisis had any ramifications on 
Indian global VV'.""'~l 

and run correlating, 
"'''''·U,.'PM Indian and equity 

2 gives an of 
methodology 

;:'\.A.l;:';:'~;;:' the empirical results. The conclusions and inrerences 
nr/"'Ul£'.~f1 in Section 5. 

2. 
",u,u",:> had initially been conducted for the 

recently 

used. 

Nath & Verma (2003) V"«"'VLJ."U~.u 
telID 
and Taiwan for data 

n,ry,rlr.~t is unilaterally granger 
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Oct., 1997 2007. 

Tripathi & Sethi studied USA, UK and Japanese 
markets for causality and cointegration over Jan. 1998-0ct.2008 
using daily They reported unidirectional causality from UK, and 

to market was found to be co integrated with the USA 
market. 

Gupta & nm interlinkages 
between stock markets and Honk Kong by 
employing Engel-Granger and Johansen cointegration for a period 
1999 to 2009. They found mn linkages but established absence ofany 
strong long run relationship between these markets. 

MandaI & Bhattacharjee (2012) scrutinized the impact of global financial 
crisis on eomovement interlinkages between major stock 
markets for a ofJan.2002 - July 2010 was subclassified 
in pre post recession periods. Their results indicate a significant 
increase in comovements of these stock markets in the post recession 
period. 

Saha & 12) seeked to establish ellsal co integrating 
relationship between Indian and US stock market light ofrecent US sub-

crisis. They found bidirectional causality and long run equilibrium 
relationship between these markets in a study period ranging from Jan.2008 
to 2012 using Granger and Johansen Cointegrtaion test. 

Tripathi & Sethi (2012) probed whether market has any short 
long run linkages with other emerging markets viz. Brazil, Hungary, 
Taiwan, Mexico, Poland South Africa using Granger causality and 
Johansen cointegration test for the Jan., 1992 - Dec.2009 
which was divided multiple periods. They evidenced that India's 
short and long run inter-linkages with these emerging markets increased 
overtime. 

Shanna et. al (2013) studied the interlinkages between BRICS markets 
from Apri12005 to March 2010 daily data. They Regression, 
Granger's causality in Vector Auto Regression (VAR) framework, Variance 
Decomposition and Impulse Response to conclude that these stock markets 
are not by each other to a large extent. 

Dasgupta (2014) probed inter-linkages and integration between BRIC 
markets from Jan. 2003 to Dec. 2012 found bidirectional causality 
between Brazil India. There was no long tenn relationship 
between these markets. 

Majority of the studies suggested that market integration has increased 
significantly over the years, within an intemational context. There are, 
however, a number of studies that did not detect any signs integration. 
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3.1. Data 

J:'_A.~Il'iUJI;:;"':!I and Market Indices used 

Index 

FTSE 100 
S&P500 COMPOSITE 
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3.2.1 Unit Root Test 

3.2.2 

3.2.3 

x "J ..j
, Il 

H +U, 

+ 

in the next 

3.2.4 Johansen Test 
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combination 
two or more time 
relationship between them. 

1. Trace test: (r)=-T ) 

nVDolmesls ofthe trace statistics tests is no co··m1tegratlon 'r 0 
o 

2. Maximum value test statistics 

hypothesis is the r co-integrating vectors against the alternative +1 
co-integrating vectors. 

4. 

4.1 ADF 

are non-stationary at level for 
periods. they are fit for long run 

cointegration analysis. The first differenced logarithmic 
indices of all the are stationary all the three 
hence can eC()llc)m1etrllcanalysis. 

Results 

2 below nr,'",,,! .. 

and other major markets 
couple ofexceptions, all bi-variate correlation are significant at 
5%.We that stock market has very high significant correlation 

& with Mexican the total 

no 
crisis coefficient. All the correlations have 
declined crisis, declines is noticed with 
China & markets. This that post crisis, these 

their own independent routes and are no more moving together. 
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Table 2: Hi-Variate Correlation & Post/Pre Crisis Correlation Index 

Total Period Pre Crisis Post Crisis Post/Pre 

India - Argentina 0.79 0.95 0.86 0.91 

India - Australia 0.66 0.98 0.58 0,59 

India - Brazil 0.84 0.98 0.26 0.27 

India Canada 0.87 0.98 0.79 0.81 

India - China 0.52 0.01 

India France 0.17 0.41 

India 0.91 0.89 

India  0.24 0.67 

India Mexico 0.95 0.84 

India '- Russia 0.60 0.98 0.16 0.16 

India SA 0.95 0.99 0.87 0.1;8 

India- UK 0.78 0.98 0.83 0.85 

lndia- USA 0.73 0.86 0.89 

Bi-Variate Correlations in bold are at5%. 

4.3 Short Run Test Resu)ts 
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Table 3: Short Run Test Results 

Period 

DLOG(FRA) does not Granger Cause DLOG(IND) 1.52 0.31 0.35 

Total Fost CrisisPre CrisisNun 

1.39 

2.38 

1.37 

2.61 

2.50 

2.63 

4.85 

4,48 

0.57 
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in the methodology 

4.4 Run ..... 0'....'••." Test Results 

we test for long mn granger 
or level VAK The results are 

period, we find bi-directional 
f-., Russia and India <-t Africa. granger causes Brazil and 

Canada and India is granger caused by China. in the pre crisis 
we find India granger causing China and Russia and granger 

caused by South Africa. There is no bidirectional causality in this period. In 
post crisis we that Russia and South Africa are 
granger India. There is a hi-directional between India and 
Canada. 

Table 4: '-''''''~'''''.Y Test 

Null 

Cause IND 

CauseARG 

Cause IND 

CauseAUS 

Cause IND 

Cause BRA 

Cause IND 

IND does not Granger Cause CAN 

Cause INn 

Cause CHI 

Cause IND 

Cause FRA 

Cause IND 

Cause MEX 

1.35 

0.79 

1.48 

2.37 

4,06 

0.59 

1.24 

0.69 

1.23 

0.64 

1.25 

2.73 

1.72 

4.98 

5.61 

5.65 

0.84 

1.89 

1.22 

0.06 

0.74 

0.53 

1.15 

0.36 

1.17 
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Cause INTI 

I::'\lD does not Cause RUS 

SA does not 

IND does not Cause SA 

UK does not 0 

IND does not Cause UK 

CauselliD 

IND does not Cause USA 

test. 

4.5 Johansen 

Variables 

IND-ARG 

IND-AUS 

IND-BRA 

IND-CAN 
5.97 
0.01 OAO 

18.98 31.17 
0.12 0.01 0.004

IND-CHI 
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IND-FRA 

E'IlU-GER 

I Ir'lD-JAP 

I nIJD-lMEX 

I 11~D-RUS 
18.38 

3.26 
5.27 
0.48 
7.77 
0.21 

25.16 
0.01 
4.95 
0.18 

11.92 
0.10 
8.61 
0.01 

inboldare 

to Johansen Co-integration Rank Test 

5% leveL 

D-AUS 

IND-BRA 
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Variables 

IND-RUS 

IND-SA 

IND-UK 

Total Period Pre Crisis Post Crisis 

4.87 
2.53 
7.0l 

5% leveL 

5. 


and six PrrlPt"0"1n 
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Overall, results show that out ofseven 
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